
Our services 
Your way to us 

 

 

Level directions without any climbs (access possible with a trailer) 

 

LUNGAURING   GMBH 
 

Tel.: + 43 / 664 / 1613877 

e-mail: info@lungauring.at 

www.lungauring.at 

 

Central Office: 

St.Martin - Schröckergasse 185 

A-5582 St.Michael / AUSTRIA 

 

Riding Centre LUNGAURING: 

St.Martin - Gerlgasse - Krapflanger 

A-5582 St.Michael / AUSTRIA 

 

TROGERHELI TEST CENTRE: 

St.Martin - Gerlgasse 

A-5582 St.Michael / AUSTRIA 

 

 

 

 

> DRIVING EVENTS 

 

> DRIVER SAFETY TRAINING 

 

> TECHNIQUE TRAINING 

 

> SPORT DRIVER TRAINING 

 

> RING TAXI - DRIVING 

 

> VEHICLE PRESENTATIONS 

 

> EVENT - DRIVING EVENTS 

 

> PRESS - DRIVING EVENTS 

 

> AUDIENCE DRIVING 

Austria  >  Salzburg  >  St.Michael 

> AUTOMOTIVE - TEST CENTER 

> COLD CHAMBERS 

> TECHNICIAN - OFFICE 

> TECHNOLOGY - TRAINING 

> VEHICLE - TESTING 

> VEHICLE - RESEARCH 

> INTERNAL TRAINING OF DRIVING LICENCES 

> PROTOTYPES - TRANSPORT 

> WINTER TEST TRACK 

Partner of the automotive industry 

 

 

Vehicle testing the first hour 

Reputable manufacturers test between 

Obertauern and Katschberg 

http://www.lungauring.at/


The   L U N G A U R I N G 

 

This combination sounds already almost unique: 

the most beautiful and best praeparierteste 

Training Center for cars in Central of Europe, the 

cold Chamber in Austria at over 1,000 meters 

above sea level, surrounded by Alpine peaks on 

which 5 ski resorts (www.Lungo.at) Obertauern, 

Speiereck/Grosseck, Fanningberg, Katschberg 

and Aineck guests ideal winter for sports 

activities in the beautiful Salzburger Land. 

Of course, all about Horsepower, speed turns on 

the LUNGAURING and there is the constant 

challenge to move the car in the proper drift 

around the circuit. This guaranteed driving 

pleasure connects to the car control while 

learned and related road safety on the road. 

For those who want to experience the holiday 

region Lungau (www.sanktmichael.at) outside of 

Motorsports, the unique landscape offers 

opportunities such as skiing, snowboarding, ski 

touring, sledging, snowshoeing, cross-country 

skiing, horse carriage driving and evenings - 

everything is possible! 

For the gentle and relaxing stay the excellently-

run 3 star offer all kinds wellness programs, 

away from hotels and the 4- and 5 star of 

experience and Spa Hotel guests by the 

adrenaline rush at the LUNGAURING. 

quer-ist-mehr (cross-is-more) 

We connect with this slogan on the 

LUNGAURING our mega ultimate sport driver 

training with the 300hp strong Mitsubishi EVO 10, 

of course with all-wheel drive and various barriers 

and paired with rally genes that conjure up a 

broad grin on the face of each driver. 

 

  

Werner Gusenbauer 

None other than the driver and master of various 

drift events, Werner Gusenbauer (GUSI) works as 

a coach at the LUNGAURING, aka Mister "across 

is mehr.de". As the best drift coaches in the world 

he knows its participants at the one- or two-day 

training in St.Michael sheer driving pleasure and 

the proper move of a "cyclist of all" / "Tail 

Trieblers" to convey.All driving events are 

professionally organized down to the smallest 

detail, so the participants can concentrate "cross-

is-more" on the LUNGAURING on the 

challenge.You was the opportunity, to drift, there 

where so many celebrity racer already has 

demonstrated his driving skill. 

Registration: info@dcms-gmbh.de  

quer-ist-mehr.de 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

MOTORSPORT – EVENTS 

4h CLASSICA ice MARATHON 

by the LUNGAURING 

 

 

Also this winter season is back on the 

LUNGAURING a cool challenge for the 

organizers. 

The endurance racing on ice and snow, which 

was matched by the gasoline brothers Höll Mike, 

Steffny Michi and Troger Heli specially for the 

LUNGAURING, carried out in the year 2011 

around the world for the first time has become a 

Motorsport highlight some through the support of 

various sponsors and the local tourism board 

St.Michael (www.sanktmichael.at). 

Pilots and their teams (1 car / 4 riders) from 

around the world participate in the races for 

classic cars and the most popular race for vintage 

cars with great enthusiasm. 30 Cars compete 

each year coveted race victory in their class at the 

same time on the 1.5-mile circuit. 

Registration: 

HFG-Austria 

www.HISTO-Cup.at 

Office@Classica.cc 

      

  


